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Executive Summary

This document is issued by XRED Foundation Fund Manager, for the purposes of illustrating
the key business, market and financing matters pertaining to the company’s

Capital

Investment Proposal for a UK & Central London Real Estate Development Managed Fund.
The fund structure will be a privately managed portfolio or segregated portfolio where the fund
and its assets do not form part of any pool of other investors fund. The investors will have
sole ownership of the fund in return of the Capital Investment. The Fund will invest into
residential and commercial real estate development projects Central London and the UK.

Investment Proposition

● The Fund is designed to enable Investors to participate in the profits obtained from the
development, active asset management, and sale of a range of real estate
development projects in UK & Central London.
● The fund will aim to generate approximately 15-20% of initial capital growth on
development profit which will be left with the property and only realised on the sale at
the end of the development.
● The Fund will aim to maximize long-term total returns, being the sum of income returns
and growth, through the acquisition, refurbishment, holding, and disposal of UK &
Central London real estate interests.
● The Fund will offer exposure to several development projects, thereby significantly
diversifying Investors’ risk.
● The Fund will not take undue planning risk and will only invest, acquire or hold
interests in assets which have clear development opportunities. It is intended that the
fund will target opportunities with lower levels of development risk.
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Investment Strategy

The Fund strategy is to exploit the current climate of the UK & Central London real estate
market, in particular through strategic real estate development projects, acquisitions, and
active asset management. The Fund Manager`s proposed focus will be on Central London
real estate development projects or real estate assets, and the intention is to seek out
investments wherever and in whatever asset class the Fund Manager considers the best
opportunities lie. Although the Fund Manager does not currently propose that the Fund will
take a passive interest in real estate investments, the Fund Manager will retain the ability to
enter into a variety of investment structures, including joint ventures, acquisitions of
controlling interests or acquisition of minority interests, if considered suitable. In addition, the
Fund Manager may take any strategic real estate development projects in the United
Kingdom real estate market if considered suitable.
The Investment Strategy will be incorporated into the Limited Partnership Agreement. The
Fund Manager will be able to agree on practical changes to the Investment Strategy if these
are considered to be beneficial for the Fund and the Investor.

Investment Process
Investment Principles

The Fund has been established to provide mezzanine and preferred equity finance to
developers and development partners in order to earn investment returns from later stage
real estate development projects located in UK & Central London.
The Fund intends to invest in either the residential, retail, commercial or industrial markets of
real estate development projects and real estate assets that are well located for their use; that
have scope for short to medium term value enhancement through active asset management;
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and where the downside is protected either through long term, secure rental flows or through
underlying capital values either in existing or alternative uses.
With this objective in mind, the Fund intends to provide the highest return possible to
investors whilst balancing the need to safeguard all investments through the application of
prudential and investment controls. The Fund Manager’s analysis of all investment
opportunities is underpinned by a disciplined and analytical approach. The Fund Manager
will ensure that it:
● targets investments that fit within the Investment Criteria set out in Section 4.2;
● only

considers

projects

and

investments

where the assessed returns are

commensurate with the investment risk and consistent with the Fund’s return
objectives for Investors;
● conducts a comprehensive due diligence process on each project or investment;
● appropriately structures each investment with all necessary input from professionals
including valuers, builders, project managers, solicitors, and quantity surveyors;
● proactively manages and monitors each Fund investment and underlying project.
The combined skills and experience of the Fund Manager will provide it with the requisite
ability to discriminate between competing investment proposals, assess the project specific
risks, and determine the appropriate structure of any investment by the Fund.
The Fund Manager has identified certain real estate sectors that it believes will present a
number of attractive opportunities for the Fund to invest in. The Fund Manager has identified
opportunities in the residential and commercial real estate markets of Central London with
more attractive purchase yields driving higher investment returns.
The Fund Manager will oversee the implementation of the project strategy with the project
manager responsible for the day to day operation and delivery of the project milestones and
ultimate completions. This proactive approach to investing is the best way to preserve capital
invested and optimize the performance of a project investment.

Investment Criteria

All Fund investments in a particular project must meet the following Investment Criteria:
(a) the Fund may only invest in real estate development projects and property assets that are
well located for their use; that have scope for short to medium term value enhancement
5

through active asset management; and where the downside is protected either through long
term, secure rental flows, or through underlying capital values either in existing or alternative
uses;
(b) properties will be primarily freehold
(c) minimum investment for development sites will be £2,000,000
(d) no maximum investment
(e) in the case of borrowing the following risk management criteria will be implemented:
● maximum senior debt in any project which will be ranking in priority to the Fund not
exceeding 60% of the project’s on-completion valuation (net of GST)
● maximum loan to valuation ratio (“LVR”) of 60% of the project’s on-completion
valuation (net of GST)
● credit approved senior debt commitment must be in place to provide the balance of
project funding;
● the Fund’s investment in the project and accrued equity advance will be repayable
within 12 - 24 months of initial investment depending on the size of the development
project.
● the Fund’s right to the repayment of profits to the investors must rank behind any
borrowings on the project.;
(f) the Fund will not take undue planning risk and will only acquire or hold interests in assets
which have clear development opportunities. It is intended that the fund will target
opportunities with lower levels of development risk;
(g) project’s development sites or properties will be purchased, if possible, at a discount to the
market valuation.
(h) construction projects must have a fixed price and term building contract with an
experienced and reputable builder;
(i) all real estate sectors may be considered with a Fund portfolio weighting toward the
residential sector;
(j) property location will be in Central London and no more than 50% of aggregate capital
commitments may be invested in any strategic property development projects in overall UK
real estate market if considered suitable;
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(k) the Fund must exercise adequate control over the project via contractual arrangements
with the borrower or developer;
(l) an external valuation will be required for each acquisition and disposal;
(m) where the development partner does not possess all the requisite skills to complete the
project, an independent development manager will be engaged;
(n) appropriate levels of pre-sales or pre-commitments subject to market risk assessment will
be at the Fund Manager`s discretion; and
(o) a clear exit strategy for each investment must be formulated and only projects capable of
returning capital and profits to the Fund within the two year term of the Fund will be
considered.
The Fund Manager will have the discretion to vary the Investment Criteria for a particular
investment regarding the investment’s risk or return profile, but only on a unanimous basis
and only where the underlying project risk profile and/or other risk mitigation, such as lower
financial gearing and/or additional security, have been taken into consideration and warrant
those amendments.

Active Management of the Investments

The Fund Manager will ensure that the developed projects or the acquired properties are well
maintained and will endeavor to maximize returns. Whilst market yields are out of the control
of the Fund Manager (XRED Foundation), rental income profiles, the condition of properties,
and their relative attractiveness to tenants are not. With these aspects actively managed, the
Fund Manager believes that the value of the property assets that the fund will invest in should
be relatively more able to withstand market downturns, and well placed to benefit from
re-rating when the cycle recovers.
The Fund Manager`s intention is to improve income profiles and add value to the Fund’s real
estate portfolio through superior asset management techniques.
The Fund Manager intends to implement a thorough and disciplined approach to asset
management with a view to managing the risk profile of income streams including rigorous
analysis of tenant financial strength and delivering attractive returns for investors.
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Investment Exit Strategy and Returns

The Fund Manager shall identify the appropriate exit strategy, when making an investment,
within the strategy of the Fund depending on the types of investments as follows:
(a)  Real estate development for sale:
● The exit strategy shall consist of the sale of the developed properties, which may
include residential and commercial properties.
● The sale would typically start during the construction phase to end users or to
investors.
(b) Development or acquisition of income properties:
● The Fund Company may develop or acquire such properties with a view of leasing
them, stabilizing the income, and disposing of the entire portfolio of Properties together
or individually by way of a private treaty to a property company, institutional investor or
individual.
The profit share component from each project will be shared 25% to the founders and 75% to
the investors (token holders) of all of the residual profits after all expenses.

Due Diligence

A comprehensive due diligence process will be conducted by the Fund Manager on each
investment proposal prior to making any investment decision. Specific due diligence by the
Fund Manager will depend on the circumstances of the investment but will be likely to include:
(a) an analysis of supply and demand dynamics of the underlying property, including market
prices of comparable properties and a satisfactory site or property visit;
(b) an assessment of the capability and expertise of the developer to complete the project;
(c) an independent valuation and market research report supporting the project feasibility
and/or property value within acceptable limits;
(d) an independent quantity surveyor’s estimate of the forecasted construction costs and
duration, supporting the project feasibility;
(e) an assessment of the capability of the builder to meet its fixed price and terms of building
contract commitments;
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(f) evidence of exchanged sales contracts or lease commitments of a minimum amount as
required by the Fund Manager.
(g) evidence of appropriate insurance;
(h) identification of investment risks and structuring of the investment to mitigate such risks
and maximize returns;
(i) evidence of compliance with all applicable statutory requirements such as:
● a development planning consent;
● construction completion certificate and
● NHBC Certificate or similar.
(j) facility documentation drafted and certified by a panel solicitor, to include:
● minimum second ranking mortgage over the underlying property or development
agreement;
● minimum second ranking fixed and floating charge or similar security over the assets
and undertakings of the borrower;
● a builder’s side contract (where appropriate);
● a priority deed between the senior lender and the Fund (where appropriate); and
● personal guarantees (where required).

Project Monitoring

One of the primary roles of the Fund Manager is to monitor the ongoing performance of the
project underlying each investment made by the Fund. Each project will be required to
provide the Fund Manager with formal monthly reporting on the progress of the project,
together with periodic reporting incorporating:
● senior debt progress claims certified by the quantity surveyor in the case of borrowing
involved;
●

an updated project feasibility based on actual results to that point in time and revised
projections;
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● a construction report covering all the key milestones of the building program and an
explanation of progress to date including any potential or actual delays or problems;
● an up to date marketing report showing each unit or house and its sales and/or leasing
status; and
● details of any other issue that may impact on the project.
Generally, the Fund Manager will meet with the development partner and other project
counterparties on at least a weekly basis to discuss the progress of the project.

The UK and Central London
Real Estate Market
Opportunity
The UK and Central London real estate market is currently quite weak and near the bottom of
its cycle. This has been mainly caused by the insecurity of the UK`s withdrawal from the
European Union (Brexit). The market peaked in 2007 and subsequently declined by up to
23%, with limited transaction volumes and fall in capital values. Furthermore, the house price
falls accelerated in 2008 since the peak levels reached in the first half of 2002, due to the
global financial meltdown and the economic recession. The market has recovered
considerably in recent years and is only being held back until the Brexit negotiations have
been fulfilled.
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Source: http://www.home.co.uk/guides/house_prices_report.htm?location=london&all=1

There is already an undersupply to UK and Central London real estate markets and the gap
between demand and supply is unstable. Banks and non-bank financiers have largely
withdrawn from the market, while major banks have become more conservative and selective
in whom they will lend to. These contribute to a significant contraction in the amount of cash
available to fund real estate investments including real estate development.
In addition, many participants in the market, even unleveraged buyers and those who do not
require significant borrowings, are reluctant to make new investments given the uncertainty in
the market as buyers’ and sellers’ price expectations have not found the level at which a
significant numbers of parties are willing to commit to transactions. This, together with the
scarcity of both debt and equity finance, has led to a sharp reduction in the volume of
business transacted in the UK and Central London real estate market.
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Source: https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/housepriceindex/jan2017

As a result, the supply of funding for property development has been significantly reduced.
Demand from borrowers wishing to develop real estate property, however, remains strong in
an environment where the availability and price of development sites provide attractive
property development margins. There are significant levels of quality transactions available
with minimal competition, thus providing the opportunity to achieve higher yields at relatively
lower risk.
Based on this market background, the Fund Manager is ideally placed to originate and
manage high-quality real estate development investments and deliver attractive returns to
investors. The Fund Manager will be able to utilize extensive contacts in the UK and Central
London real estate market to source high quality investment opportunities through access to
both distressed and more conventional sellers The Fund Manager further believes that a
combination of astute deal selection on the property development and active asset
management of UK and Central London real estate market should present the right platform
to generate above average returns for investors as market conditions improve in the medium
term.
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The Fund Manager and
Business Strengths

XRED Foundation is an independent, privately owned investment management company
specializing in real estate development and systematic currency management. XRED
Foundation directly manages real estate developments. XRED Foundation will act as the
Fund Manager and development partner of the Fund and as such will be responsible for the
conduct of the business and affairs of the Fund. XRED Foundation will enter into an
agreement with the investor so that it will provide overall investment management to the
Fund. XRED Foundation management teams are:

Mr.Kevin Hollands

An established property developer in real estate and construction. CEO of KGH Construction
Ltd. He is the founder of the XRED Foundation and has more than 30 years of experience in
this field, an excellent track record in managing projects for the construction and conversion
of real estate in London and the UK, having recently converted high-end luxury apartments
and houses in Marylebone, Pimlico, Covent Garden and Mayfair. Work varies from new build
and commercial to residential conversions including business contracts and refurbishments.
Kevin manages all aspects of investing in real estate projects including the strategic
management of companies working in the construction industry.
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Konstantin Viktorov
Leading developer of the technical aspects of the XRED project. More than 12 years in the
field of information technology. Created from scratch or participated in projects for large
companies such as Aeroflot, TELE2, Velcom, Upwork, Toptal, etc. He has experience in
building from scratch high-load real-time systems, the experience of creating software in
different programming languages for different spheres of human activity. He holds a
bachelor's degree in physics of magnetic phenomena.

John Llewelyn
Property Lawyer/Consultant
A highly experienced, results orientated property lawyer with over 20 years in practice. John
has a proven track record of providing exemplary levels of service and expertise, specialising
in highly technical property transactions. Having partner level experience in private practice
as well as board level experience in property companies, he brings great understanding of the
property business world and has been a trusted advisor, providing solid advice in the London
and UK property market for many years.
Richard Barnes

Chartered Quantity Surveyor
Richard has been practising for over 20 years in London and the UK, he has experience
working in commercial, residential, retail and leisure sectors. Regulated by the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors, Richard will carry out feasibility studies, construction cost
advice, prepare bills of quantities, cost plans and budget costing. He will also advise on
specification and control tenders for works and contract advice. He will undertake all business
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management roles including profit and loss account responsibilities, business development
and marketing, customer service and support and responsible for all aspects of surveying
properties for XRED Foundation and its projects.

The Fund will be managed by XRED Foundation,  key business strengths:
● the Fund will be managed by Fund Manager (XRED Foundation) led by Mr.Kevin
Hollands, a highly experienced real estate developer with more than 30 years track
record of managing real estate development projects in the UK including managing his
own property development portfolio. In addition, Mr.Kevin Hollands has experience
creating value for investors in a range of market conditions and, together with the Fund
Manager`s team, each will bring a wealth of property, finance and corporate
experience. The Fund Manager has the experience to manage and control the fund for
the benefit of Investors;
● the Fund Manager will also be the development partner who will oversee the real
estate development projects. Therefore the real estate development project will be
cost effective and transparent and that will enhance the overall fund return for the
benefit of Investors;
● the Fund will benefit from the exclusive deal flow from the Fund Manager led by
Mr.Kevin Hollands. The Fund Manager and its associates will provide a deal flow
throughout each property investment, exclusively to the fund for the benefit of
Investors until the funds are fully invested, subject to final agreement between the
Fund Manager (XRED Foundation) and the investors; and
● the Fund Manager has extensive and long-standing relationships in the UK real estate
market and with commercial and residential real estate agents. These relationships
have enabled the Fund Manager to access both off-market and more widely marketed
real estate transactions and to arrange debt financing packages in the various phases
of the economic cycle during the past 30 years. Therefore, the Fund Manager will
provide the fund for the benefit of Investors with access to deal flow.
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Fund Structure

The fund structure will be a privately managed portfolio or segregated portfolio where the fund
and its assets do not form part of any pool of other investors outside the XRED Foundation
fund. With a privately managed portfolio or segregated portfolio fund structure the investor will
have the following advantages:
1. A customized Approach: Investors will be able to have a say in their investment in
terms of risk appetite/tolerance, exposure preferences, liquidity requirements, and
elimination of heightened indirect exposure. Therefore, individual investors will be able
to address any concerns or requirements to protect their investment while enhancing
their returns.
2. Direct Ownership: Investors will have direct ownership of the fund and its assets.
3. Flexible Fees: By investing in a privately managed or segregated portfolio the investors
are not subjected to the high fixed cost structures of pooled portfolios and there are no
hidden costs.
4. Tax Advantages: Investor specific tax needs and circumstances can be taken into
consideration when establishing the fund.
5. Direct communication: Investor has direct access to the fund manager and can contact
the fund manager to discuss progress or specific issues.
The Fund will consist initially of a simple offshore International Business Company which will
be named Zulvek Ltd with 100% common shareholding stakes in offshore Special Purpose
Vehicle (SPV) for companies located in the countries targeted for investment. In addition, the
Fund may also set up holding companies within strategic domiciles where specific tax treaties
exist with the country targeted for an investment of the underlying assets.
The Fund Manager (XRED Foundation) may form its own offshore International Business
Company for the purposes of its shareholding in the Fund. There are possibilities that the
Fund Manager may also form additional companies to take advantage of passing through
some costs as well as fielding some local administrative and taxation issues that may arise.
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It is our intent to formulate an International Business Company (IBC) domiciled in the British
Virgin Island (BVI) or similar. An International Business Company (IBC) is a corporate vehicle
having limited liability. Provided it has no business activities with a person resident in the
British Virgin Island (BVI), is entirely exempt from income tax and inheritance and estate tax
on its shares in the British Virgin Island (BVI). Our objectives and activities will easily comply
with these rulings.
The International Business Company (IBC) features include:
● Flexibility to serve virtually all business purposes;
● Exempt from all taxes;
● Availability of bearer shares;
● Multiple classes of shares may be issued; and
● No required public disclosure of company shareholders, directors or officers.
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Figure 1: Fund Structure

Risk Factors

Investment in the Fund involves significant risk factors and it is important that prospective
investors closely review and understand these risk factors before making an investment in the
Fund. Among the risks specific to an investment that the Fund Manager wishes to bring to the
particular attention of prospective investors are the following:
(a) Project development risks;
All construction and development involves an element of risk,
● construction costs of a project may exceed original estimates, and construction
may not be completed on schedule;
● occupancy rates and rents at a newly developed property may not be sufficient
to make the property profitable;
● rental rates per square foot could be less than projected;
● financing may not be available on favorable terms for the development of a
property; and
● there may be delays or an inability to obtain necessary zoning, land use,
building,

occupancy

and

other

required

governmental

permits

and

authorizations
(b) Environmental risks
Whilst the fund manager will ensure that all developments are assessed from an
environmental perspective, there may be instances where environmental issues do not
come to light until building work has commenced. This risk will be mitigated by
ensuring that appropriate due diligence is undertaken prior to investment and only
reputable experts will be instructed to carry out the environmental surveys.
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(c) Liquidity
The fund has a medium to long term business plan that includes an opportunity for
investors to sell their tokens when XRED is ready for release to the open market.
Although the Fund will only invest in projects with a clearly defined exit strategy, the
disposal of projects will be subject to market conditions prevailing upon completion of
the project.
(d) Tenant Risk
The project's construction and development will proceed on the basis of, the tenant
already being formally committed to the building, or without a tenant in place.. In the
event of a tenant cannot be found within a reasonable time after the building has been
completed, the fund will suffer a rental shortfall and incur additional costs including
legal expenses and the cost of maintaining the Property until it is re-let. This may have
an adverse impact on financial returns.
(e) Market conditions
The fund will be subject to normal market fluctuations and other risks inherent in
undertaking developments. The real estate development market is of a cyclical nature.
This may adversely affect project revenues and profits as well as reduce investment
returns to the fund. The Fund Manager will seek to mitigate this market risk by:
● assessing the revenue in the feasibility study prepared by the project manager/
developer against existing market prices;
● cross checking revenue assumptions with an independent valuation; and
● only

funding

projects

with

an

appropriate

level

of

pre-sales or lease

pre-commitments

(f) Counterparty
The development project may involve development partners that will have the primary
responsibility for project delivery and a risk exists as to the development partner’s
expertise and credit worthiness. The Fund Manager will seek to assess each
development partner through appropriate due diligence prior to investment in order to
mitigate this risk. The purchaser or lessee of part or all of a project may default under
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their pre-sale contract, other sale contract or lease agreement leading to a delay
and/or reduction in project revenues and returns to the fund. Sales and/or leases to a
range of purchasers and lessees provides some diversification to mitigate the risk of
any one defaulting, while the fund manager will seek to assess the financial capacity of
individual purchasers/lessees where the project is heavily reliant on their contract
completing.
(g) Taxation
The fund manager will attempt to structure the investment in the fund in a manner that
is generally tax efficient for the investor and the fund. There is no guarantee, however,
that these structures will be tax efficient or that any particular tax result will be
achieved. Therefore, Investors are strongly advised to consult their tax advisors as to
the consequences of investing in the fund.
(h)Political and/or regulatory risk
The value of the Fund’s assets may be affected by uncertainties such as international
political developments, changes in government policies, taxation, restrictions on
investment and currency repatriation, currency fluctuations and other developments in
the laws and regulations of the United Kingdom and/or the European Union.
Prospective investors must rely on their own examination of the legal taxation in the
countries of their respective citizenship, residence or domicile. In addition, prospective
investors must assess financial exchange control regulations and other consequences
of investing in the fund.
(i) No Operating History
The Fund has no operating history. The past experience of the fund manager is not
necessarily indicative of the prospects of the fund and no assurances can be given that
the investments in the Fund will provide acceptable rates of return.
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Fees and Expenses

The Fund’s expenses consist of fees including
a. operating expenses;

b. expenses incurred in the acquisition and development of real estate including lawyers’
fees, real estate agents and brokers commissions, due diligence expenses and fees,
transfer fees, property managers, leasing agents, portfolio managers, accountants,
custodians, domiciliation agent, transfer agent, paying agents or other agents and
Fund employees, as well as permanent representatives in the jurisdictions where the
Fund is subject to registration;
c. fees incurred with respect to legal counsel, auditing of annual accounts and building
assessment, insurance premiums, fees for registration statements, all taxes and duties
levied by governmental authorities;
d. the cost of publishing financial results as well as any other operating expenses,
including financial, banking; and
e. agency fees incurred in purchasing or selling assets or otherwise, and any other
administrative charges.
These fees and expenses are deducted from realized and unrealized income and capital
gains. They are paid out of the Fund’s assets pro rata to the closing of each financial year.

Management Fee
During and after the Investment Period, the Fund shall pay the Fund Manager an annual fee
(the “Management Fee”) equal to one half percent per annum (0.5% p.a.) of the gross asset
value of the Fund calculated and payable quarterly in arrears.
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Other Operating Expenses

The Fund Manager will incur costs and expenses for and on behalf of the Fund in its role as
manager of the Fund. The Fund will reimburse the Fund Manager for any costs reasonably
incurred in this role including:
a. Expenses incurred in the acquisition and development of real estate including lawyers
fees, real estate agents and brokers’ commissions, due diligence expenses and fees,
transfer fees, property managers fees, leasing agents fees, portfolio managers fees,
accountants, custodians, domiciliation agents, paying agents, transfer agents, tax
advisors, legal counsel, and other consultants and third-party service providers;
b. all third party out-of-pocket costs and expenses, if any, incurred in developing,
negotiating, structuring, acquiring, holding, refinancing, pledging or disposing of
Investments, including without limitation, brokerage, third party finders’ fees and
custodian fees and expenses;
c. all fees related to any proposed investment that was not completed such as
broken-deal expenses;
d. the cost of any litigation, insurance, indemnifications or extraordinary expenses or
liabilities relating to the affairs of the Fund;
e. expenses of liquidating or dissolving the Fund;
f. any taxes, fees or other governmental charges levied against the Fund and all
expenses incurred in connection with any tax audit, investigation, settlement or review
of the Fund,
g. all unreimbursed out-of-pocket expenses for payments made to or on behalf of the
Fund or other costs of the Fund;

Reporting
The Fund Manager will distribute annual audited financial statements and unaudited financial
statements on a quarterly basis. The Fund Manager will keep the Investors informed of the
financial and business affairs of the Fund by website and email and also report from time to
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time on any initiatives undertaken by the Fund Manager. The Fund Manager will be placed
under a positive obligation to report any issues of substance to the Investors.

Glossary
Company - A limited or limited liability company in which is formed to undertake property
development projects in partnership with other entities.
Developer - A real estate development company which will undertake a real estate
development.
Fund - UK and Prime Central London Real Estate Development Fund. The structure into
which an Investor will invest and may comprise companies owned by Investors, to undertake
a series of property development projects.
General Partnership - UK partnership, the partners of which will be Companies, and which
will undertake a number of property development projects.
Fund Manager - XRED Foundation, which will advise the Fund and investor with respect to
potential developments.
Investment Agreement - An agreement entered into between XRED Foundation and the
Investor.
Investor - Any individual or institutional organization who becomes the owner of the funds
tokens..
Limited Partnership Agreement - An agreement to be entered into by all the Partners and in
so governing the administration and activities of the Limited Partnership whilst it fulfills the
Investment Strategy.
Capital Commitment - The total Unit Price of all tokens issued to an Investor.
Fund Documentation - This Information Memorandum, the Trust Deed, and the Fund
Management Agreement, as amended from time to time.
Fund Management Agreement - The document by which the Fund Manager is appointed to
manage the Fund.
GRVs - Gross realizable values of a project.
Investment Criteria - The investment criteria set out in Section 4.2.
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IRR - The rate of return on an investment (expressed as an annual compound interest rate)
when
used as the discount rate for a series of cash flows consisting of payments (negative values)
and receipts (positive values) giving a net present value of zero. The rate of return is
calculated over a defined investment period using monthly cash flows, which is then quoted
on an annual effective basis by compounding the resultant monthly IRR to calculate an
annual effective IRR.
LVR - Loan to valuation ratio, with the loan component comprising the senior debt and the
Equity Advance (excluding interest) and excluding the potential profit share in any project.
Asset Management Agreement - The Asset Management Agreement between the Fund
Manager, the Operator, and the Fund.
Bank - Such Lenders as the Fund Manager shall select if required
General Partner - A special purpose vehicle to be incorporated to represent the Investors
and execute documents on behalf of the Partnership in accordance with the Limited
Partnership Agreement. The General Partner will act as the General Partner of the Limited
Partnership. It will be 100% owned by the Investors.
Investment Criteria - Investment criteria which must be met before investment by the Fund
into a Property.
Investment Strategy - The strategy the Fund will follow through the purchase, refurbishment,
rental and disposal of the Fund’s Properties.
NAV - Net Asset Value of the Fund.
Non-Recourse - The Banks, if involved, has recourse only to the assets of the Limited
Partnership and not to the assets of the Investors outside the Fund.
Property/ Properties - Residential or Commercial Property acquired by the Fund.
Prospective Investors - Potential investors interested in the Fund.
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